NESSLE
For Parents
Nessle

is

a

digital

health

platform

that

connects

new

and

expectant parents with experts for tailored guidance on all
things pregnancy, postpartum, and parenting.

Our platform lets parents easily connect for 1-on-1 sessions,
group classes, support circles, and other services with a broad
network of trained Nessle specialists--doulas, sleep coaches,
parenting

experts,

maternal

wellness

coaches,

lactation

consultants, and more!

When you join Nessle, you can browse for experts and services
yourself, or get matched with your perfect, tailored support by
our matching concierge, who listens to your specific challenges
and recommends 1-3 services to fit your needs and budget.
With Nessle, the support and encouragement you need during
one

of

life's

most

challenging

phases

will

be

right

at

your

fingertips. Join us!

FIND AN EXPERT
LISTING DIRECTORY

WHAT DO OUR
CUSTOMERS
SAY?

"[My expert] provided me

with the knowledge and the
proper verbiage to be my

Log on to nessle.co to access our highly-filterable

directory of experts across the world, who offer
a wide variety of in-person and virtual services
across the full spectrum of support, from fertility
through early childhood development.

own voice. The conversations
and support that I received
encouraged me to continue

nursing my son when I felt like
giving up. Now I'm
encouraging moms in my

If you find an expert who looks like a fit, you can

community to nurse and to

purchase their services and products directly via

trust the process. Here I am

Nessle, or book

1-on-1 virtual meetings via our

secure, HIPAA-compliant platform (pay-per-

going on 13 months of
nursing."
-Shayla, mom to Zion

session)

GET FOUND BY
YOUR IDEAL
EXPERT
SECURE Q&A PORTAL

"Such a comfort and
help after I had my
baby... [My expert]
had helpful
suggestions for
breastfeeding
positions. But what I
appreciated the most
was how
knowledgeable she is
and her organized and

With Nessle, you no longer need to shoulder the
burden of searching for, vetting, and connecting
with the perfect expert for you. Just submit a

secure q&a
portal, and your question will go to our private

thoughtful approach
to doula-ing." Hannah , mom to Lou

question, challenge, or topic to our

network of Nessle experts. Within 24 hours, an

To see Nessle in action, watch
our 1-minute product demo

expert who feels confident in coaching you on
your topic will offer you a link to a 1-on-1 private
video consult, where you'll get tailored guidance
and actionable support via a HIPAA-compliant
video platform.

TALK TO A NESSLE DOULA TO
LEARN MORE
804-482-1015
hello@nessle.co
www.nessle.co

